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Putting global warming on ice Salinas site

seeks access
to more funds
Students propose bigger share
of fees for satellite campus
By !Michelle Smith
kt. 31 and report back to the board
Daily staff writer
with a recommendation in one month.
The picture is almost complete fix
The request marks the second time
the SJSU students attending cla.sses at that Morgan -Lewis has attempted to get
the Mimterey County Center in Salinas.
funds from the main campus to suppon
They have a brand new campus, a the Monterey C’ounty Center, which
student population that is expected to currently services 302 students.
double 11Clli semester and their own stuOn Sept. 27. Morgan-Lewis apdent lounge
peared brink the Associated Students
What’s missing from this picture’?
Board to request that her campus reFurniture and the money to buy it.
Rachelle Morgan -Lewis. student ceive 75 percent of the funds generated
body president tor the satellite campus, by the $18 AS. fees MCC students pay
approached the Student Intim Board of each semester. Under her proposal, the
Directors at Tuesday’s meeting and re- remaining 25 pen:ent would remain
quested that the hoard return a pement- with the main campus.
The A.S. directors also delayed a
age of the Student Union fees paid by
Salinas students %1/ they. can furnish the decision on her request and tabled the
proposal until they could evaluate it furlounge.
Die hoard referred the matter to its ther The topic is expected to resurface
finance committee. which will meet
See SALINAS. back page

Joe R \mann [patty staff photographer
Michael Gordon, an Sitil’ graduate, dries tip organic material for study in the atomic absorption spectrophotometer

Professor seeks answers
By Jill McLaughlin
Daily start writer
Because 01 human polMOSS LANDING
lution in the fomi of cartxm dioxide. heat is
being trapped in the earth’s atmosphere at a
rate that is becoming almost uncontrollable
However. an SJSU chemical oceanographer
may have found a way to reduce the effects of global
wanning by dumping iron into the Amin. (k:ean
After three years of researching iron content in
the Southern Hemisphere oceans. SJSU’s John H.
Martin has tound that carbim dioxide could be
drawn out of the atmosphere more efficiently if
mon: plant and animal life could grow in the ocean
Martin is a member of the faculty at Mlh%
Landing Marine Laboratones. an SJSI’ off-campus
department located on the coast near Watsonville
Mann’ has been researching the correlation between the lack of growth Oi %Mall plant and animal

lite. ix ph% toplankti
in the Slmthem Hemisphere
ocean waters and the element of iron. His theory
points out that iron. which is essential to the growth
of phytoplankton. %CCM% AMIN ill he missing from
the Antarctic Ocean.
"When high -latitude surface nutnents are completely. used up by the phytoplankton. (he biological
removal mechanism operates at maximum efficiency. and carbon dioxide is w ithdrawn from the
atmosphere." Martin and colleague Steve L. Fiti
water explained in a repon v. ritten in I Y88.
It is believed the "greenhouse effect." other
wise known as global warming. has been enhanced
by human activity. such a% automobile exhaust and
the burning of coal. and is becoming a mow international problem
11 global warming persists. temperatures will
nse. Ice Cap% 4:1/Uld 111C11. and water levels could
See MOSS, rage 3

Joe R %Mann

Daily staff photographer

Nlartin studies ocean’s contributions

Attempted robbery
reported in library
By Brenda Vesko
Daily staff writer
An SJSII student was the victim of
an atterimted armed robbery’ at Clark Library Wednesday nximing
A 19-year-old woman, who asked
not he identified. told police that two
men approached her in the stainvell of
the library sometime between 10 and
1030 a.m.. according to University Police Department LL Shannon Maloney
The assailants. who brandished a
handgun and a 12 -inch hunting knife.
asked the %mum for her money and
threatened to harm her if she contatted
the police. Maloney said.
The victim. who only. speaks
French, could not respond to the sus
pixts. bur she could understand what
they wanted because she understands
Friglish

The suspects "patted her down for
money before reali/ing that she could
not cooperate with them because of the
language barrier, Maloney said. The
suspects then ned the scene.
The incident was not reported to the
UPD until almost five hours later he cause the victim was wary (il the suspects’ threats. according to the UPD re Pon
The first ’Wiped is descnbed as a
white male in his early 20s. approximately 6 feet tall with a thin build and
short dark -blond hair.
tie wa.s wearing old jeans. a black
leather jacket and dark, black sunglasses. Maloney said.
The victim descnbed the second
suspect a.% a black adult male. approximately h leer 3 inches tall with a large
See 1.1BRARY bark page

Board argues over distribution of unallocated funds

A.S. accounts still not set
By Anne Ihijmovie
Daity staff writer
Frustration levels escalated W’edries
flay
Associated Students directors arguctl about the urgency of setting levels
for various board accounts so student
groups can receive funding
The board ha% long since finalired
its budget for this year hut has SI IMOD
in unallocated re% (mites that must he
delegated to various accounts.
At irVednesday’s board meeting.
Santandrea subA.S. President
mitted a proposal lor distribution of the
S118.000 in unallocated money. or general funds
But directors refused to vote on the
proposal because they claimed they had
lust received it and didn’t have time to
review it pnor to the board meeting
Santandrea reminded board nieniben that he had asked for the previous
three weeks that directors give him their
input on how much money should he
placed in each account.
"Three weeks ago. everyone hal
hi give opin
the
opportunity
ions
Nobody COMP% amuml .
Sant andrea said.
If directors were dissatisfied with
the recommendation, then they should
have approached him when they had the
opportunity, he said.
Hoard members discussed whether
to postrmne putting money in the accounts.
"This is ndiculims." said Ciina Suthent , director of students nghts and responsibilities. "What’s the point. if we
don’t know what these figures are.’" she
said. referring to the breakdown ot
money stated in the proposal.
Jeff Realini. director of personnel.
was also opposed to making any decisions because he believed there were too
many unanswered questions. he said.
"As far as I’m concerned. I’m vot-

ing ’no’ on all motions if we don’t tahlc
it... he said
The board members voted unani’mush to postpone setting the fund
until their questions are answered. but
debate over the issue continued to heat
up for the rest ol the altemocin
Later in the meeting. student groups
appeared helm: the hoard to get approval for funding through the "special allocations.’ account. which contains
money reserved fix groups that did not
receive funding through the regular budget pmcess.
Confusion arose among director.
because they. didn’t know if they could
allocate money from accounts that were
not set
Some executives wem concerned
that approving money for student
groups when there WilS no Rainey in the
pedal allocations account could result
in an operating debt for the A.S.
See 1.1,NOS, hack ’HIV’

A.S. FUNDING
1989.

1988

Trust fund $48.000

$74.000

$33.500

$34.400

Funds

Special
Allocation
General
fund

$30,000

$31,100

MIsc
accounts

$ 6,500

$12.700

TOTAL

$118,000 $152,200

’ Santandrea’s proposal tor
dividing general fund monies
for 1989-90.

Daily staff graphic

Group funding
made as easy
as A - B - C
By Anne Dtkimovie
Daily staff writer
Student organtiations have easy. access to a resource that is vital to their
existence. but kw of them take advantage of it -- money from a fund created
just Mr them.
l’he Associated Students special allocations committee is specifically’ set
up to sponsor programming and events
put on by campus clubs recognin:d
the university. according to Rance
senig. chainuan of the committee and
A.S. controller.
About 35 out of more than NO campus organwations requested funding last
year. Fusenig said
Not a paid turnout. he said
In 19/(8-89. slightly more than S34.
000 was budgeted for special allocalams. according to minutes from the
. 2 A.S. meeting.
To become eligible tor funds. a
group must he "recognized." which includes having a constitution and a membership list registered at the Students
Activities and Services office.
Speculating as to why- so tew groups
request money Inim the special committee. Fusenig said. "Mayhe they think
ifs a hassle
Students may not be aware of the
available funds, hut the "money is there
for them... he said.
The prncev, hi twelve name).
which usually takes about live weeks,
begins when the club fills out a request
allocations pa.Ket
limn in the
With the request. the club must subbock prier
Sec

Warren Taylor and Cheryce Gutzmer role play sexually disturbed people in sex issues class

Breaking through taboos
Hy Greg Haas
Deity staff writer
What was your lirst adolescent or
adult sexual experience like’?
What do you remember as your earliest awareness of sex’?
Them: questions were asked of
counselors and social workers in the
Human Sexuality for Prolessionals class
taught by. Gail Jones Sancher.
SJSU
alumna The course ,Aas offered Oct. 5 by the Office of (’ontinuing Education.
I he course is a requirement Mr prolessional counselor, to gel their clinical
licenses hut is also helpful for non-prolesstonals to learn about their sexuality
and others’ sexual hehavior. Sancher
said
I alking about sex is a social Lass),
and people at lira tentl to he shy %he

said.
"It is difficult to talk about sex."
Tile Clil%% helps people to discuss
sex with others and with their partners.
besides with patients. Sanchei said.
(Me ol the things students in the
course learn is how to talk to their painners about safe sex. she said.
The students get practice in talking
about sex during role-play exercises that
split the class up into pairs where one is
the counselor and the other is the patient. Sanchei said.
ol the students decide not to
participate in the exercise because they
feel too uncomfonable talking about
sex. she mid.
The students leam that "everybody
is independent in their sexual behavior.’ Sanchei said.
Set lAlitiOS, bat k ’urge

The course is a
requirement for
professional
counselors to get
their clinical
licenses but is also
helpful for nonprofessionals to
learn about their
sexuality.
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Keep the laws
off our bodies

Campus Voice

Unequal issues
In my recent letter to the Daily (Sept.
28), I expressed my boredom with the continual banter concerning the pros and cons
of bicycle restrictions. SubsequenIty, one
student. a sophomore advertising major,
has suggested, in a letter published Oct. 5,
that if 1 am bored and irritated with the
whimpering and whining of the persecuted
bicyclists, 1 should simply stop reading the
Daily.
By Judith Crawford
1 have several responses to her suggestion. the first of which is, no, 1 do not
intend to stop reading the Daily; on the
contrary, 1 plan to read it ever more faithfully. with hopes ()I’ finding that the editorial material and letters to the editor may
begin to display more of an awakening of
consciousness about more serious and
global issues. and less belly -aching about
such trivia as bicycle rights, or the validi(s absurdity ()I’ the Greek organizations.
Case in point: which of the l’ollowing
issues is of more importance’? (A) bicyclists at SJSU who are being asked to walk
to class, or, (B) A rapist in Florida who is
acquitted on the grounds that the victim
was dressed in such a way that the jury
foreman stated that "she asked for it."
Therefore, the victim, not the rapist, was
the guilty party. If we have all paid close
attention in our history classes, we may
recognize an innuendo distinctly suggestive of a return to the Dark Ages mentality.
Pardon me for being far more concerned
about an issue such as this than I am about
the plight of the bicyclists.
Granted. both issues reflect a parallel
concept (albeit remote) which is the issue
of personal freedom. The first matter involves, however. simply a "perceived"
right to ride a bicycle on campus (a right
which. by the way, is actually not a right at
all, but a privilege). The second issue pertains to every human being’s basic right to
the assurance of safety from violent crime.
No person asks to be raped, and when a
jury determines that a victim "asked for
it." they are. in essence, usurping our
right to security and well-being. as well as
possibly discouraging other victims from
attempting to prosecute rapists.
Does the Florida acquittal set the precedence that our San Jose State female students must now accept responsibility for
violent rape simply because of their attire’?
Does this imply. that again, (or perhaps
still?) women should acquiesce to being
considered sub-human? Perhaps we should
carefully’ ponder the significance of these
two examples of the violation of personal
freedom. I have examined the priorities.
and I’ in still bored with the bicycle issue.
Judith Crawford is a graduate student
majoring in MUSie history. She submitted
this article as a letter to the editor.

Fiction, lies pervade TV newscasts
It’s like being slapped in the lace by
your mother for something you didn’t
do. Or falling on your face and being
told you deserved it.
Mainly, it’s like finding out that
your husband is having an affair only to
discover later that it’s his 47th one.
Tv news broadcasts are lying to us.
last week, the New York Post reported a scandal alleging that a CBS
freelance cameraman. Mike Hoover.
had staged explosions and siibmined
fake footage of Soviets bombing Afghan villages.
Was it used?
Of course.
Anchothian Dan Rather, UAW Was
nOt in Afghanistan at the Mlle the footage was shot. used portions of the videotape in an award -winning series ol
reports in 1984. according to TA’ Guide
The whole problem seems to have
been a result ot the tremendous pressure
Rather and Van Gordon Sauter. news
president, were putting on correspon
dents
The Tv news business has lost sight
of its purpose
It is not there to inform the publit
anymore hut to make money anti win
awards.
So. while you and I are tuning to the
newscasts every night to team of what
Neill on Ill the world dunng the day.
producers. anchormen. and reporters
are thinking (il their next scoop
And sometimes subsequently fah
mating news to obtain it
Because it is tittle consuming anti
impossible to check the sal ’tiny. and authenticity of TA’ news resiewers are becoming innocent
ictims of TA’ hes
Our natural tendency to trust the resuit and tie
looking
spectable

Valerie Junger
today’s news business
anchormen
may he what will kill us tomorrow.
In August 1964. a North Vietnamese attack was launched by three Soviet hull( boats against the I ’SS Maddox in

Our natural
tendency to trust
the respectable
looking suit-and tie anchormen of
today’s news
business may be
what will kill us
tomorrow.
the gull ot haiku) No actual damage
was done to the ship
Two days later. there was another
"attack which was largely publicired
by the media and prompted President
Johnson to ask ingress to allow Min to

Editor’s Note
The survey to gather suggestions on
what to name the Rec Center will end
today. Suggestions must be received by 3
p.m. to be considered in the survey. Suggestions may be delivered to the newsroom

take militarv action.
The Gulf of Tonkin resolution
which followed resulted in an escalation
of U.S. troops involvement in Vietnam
Today, histonans are seriously
doubting the second attack ever took
place.
This apparent fahncation ol news on
behalf ot both the president and of the
news media resulted in the death ot
more than 50,(XX1 Amencans dunng the
Vietnamese conflict.
It makes me wonder if we are going
back to the gotx1 old clays of yellow
journalism. when media magma such as
Randolph Hearst started the SpanishAmerican war of 1898.
Hearst has been rept)ried in history
hooks as saying the infamous: "Supply
me with the pictures and I’ll supply the
Gee! Doesn’t that sound awfully familiar?
Rut why do we average citizens become the victims of unethical. pseudo
professional journalists?
And how come a man like Dan
Rather. whose credibility’ has been
questioned before. is still on the air’?
No one knows or seems to care.
It is our nght and pnvilege as American citizens to demand that the news
media be held responsible for its mistakes.
Dan Rather should he "disbarred"
and depnved of his nght to practice
mumalism.
Our First Amendment does not
allow for MVO. fabncation or misrepresentations of facts.
A TV news industry. whose only
goal is to satisfy fame ambitions is one
thing this country doesn’t need.
Valerie Junger is a Daily staff
writer.

in Wahlquist Library North Room 104 or
the Student Union Information Desk.
Several suggestions have been submitted and exaniples of winning and losing
entries will included in Shelby Grad’s column appearing on Monday. Be sure to
watch for it.

Hurrah!
There is some hope for this country
after all.
Two recent legislative decisions may
have changed the direction of the abortion
rights issue forever.
With the U.S. Supreme Court’s
recent Webster decision, which placed
restrictions on public funding and facilities
for abortion, and the momentum pro-lifers
seemed to have gained, 1 was beginning to
think we were returning to 19th century,
when women and children were considered
property and had no say in their futures.
But, thank heaven, 1 was wrong.
The U.S. House of Representatives
voted Wednesday to allow federal aid to
poor women who wish to abort
pregnancies caused by rape or incest.
Also, a special session of the Florida state
Legislature rejected several abortion
restrictions its Republican governor was
asking for.
These actions show that politicians
are finally realizing what the majority of
women, and only
Americans believe
women, have the right to decide what to do
with their tiodies.
The pro-choice platform of a current
Virginia gubernatorial candidate further
demonstrates this fact. Democrat Douglas
Wilder is ahead of his anti -abortion
opponent in independent polls, according
to the San Jose Mercury News.
Although President Bush has
threatened to veto the House bill,
supporters think this is unlikely,
considering the current political
environment. Even if he does, however.
that will not change the growing support
for freedom of choice.
All this adds up to a tremendous
victory for women.
There is one fundamental right that all
of us are born with. That is the ultimate
and complete control of our own bodies.
We have the right to say who touches
us and to what degree. We also have the
right to decide when we want to become
parents.
But, in regard to at)ortion, there are
those who think they can impose their
beliefs on others.
I support pro-lifers’ right to believe
and say whatever they want. But, I
absolutely object to their attempts to make
decisions for the general population.
The majority was mistakenly silent
until the Webster decision. But, now we
realize how dangerous silence can be.
Never again will we let women be
forced into unwanted parenthood or the
offices of back -street butchers. Continuing
the fight is the only way we can ensure the
safety and freedom of women.
But, the weapons of this war are love
and compassion, and I am more than
willing to enlist.
Lisa Elmore is the Assistant City
Editor.

Letters to the Editor
Get used to the noise
Falitor.
I would like to thank Ms IS1c1Jughlin for believing in
the freedom to express oneself I do not find customised cars
and trucks with blanng music to he annoying. because it’s
going to be in my face for hours Three minutes at the rnost is
how ItIng I have to listen to the music and then the light turns
green Tony Men..atio. you have a very short patience span
What about when you have kids’ Are you going to to tape
the baby’s mouth up to keep the noise level down Babies cry
for about 2 1 years and then stop The people with the humping music volt grow out of it when they get oltkr. but while
they are young. let them he
Phil Habib. I know there are designated areas for smokers. but where does all the sn)oke go! It doesn’t lust stay in
the building It goes into the atmosphere and contnbutes to
the degeneration of the ozone I know it’s really minor hut
every little hit combines with other Nitnc ga..es to do hann to
our atmosphere Mini truck ov.ners do not have their music
on 24 hour. a day.7 days a week. m) that doesn’t make them
a inapt contnbutor to noise pollution People who tear the
street :Irvin are even noisier
For all the people who can’t stand loud music Go nmve
li Don’t
in to the mountains Otherwise. learn it1 tkill
he so selfish. You (against loud music) don’t own the atmosphere klaybe these people with the loud music in their cars
don’t want to live like a yuppie They pn)bahly lust want a

simple life, where cruising with loud music is lust a way of
relaxation
People who play 10Ud 111U%1C an: not selfish. hut the people who can’t stand loud music tor three minutes and want to
take their pro ilege away is selfish To all the people with
loud IllUMC. keep playing that song
J.I). Cyte Pirtle
SJSI Alumni

Abolish capital punishment
Editor.
I deplore 4.-riminal iolence I also deplore capital pun
ishment. I di) not oppose the death penalty. because I feel
sorry for those who have been convicted of murder On the
contrary. I condemn all killers for their lack of respect tor
human life and it is for this very reason that I reject as immoral any’ policy of state authorized killing.
Cnminals undoubtedly should he punished and the punishment should he proportional to the harm they. have caused
to the innocent. Hut justice does not mean punishing murderer, with death For the state does not inflict rape upon rapists or torture upon torturers. So why do we kill murderer. to
show that kiihm4 wning ’
I behest: that capital punishment IN cruel and unusual It
is a relic of the earliest days of- penology, when slavery.
branding anti other corporal punishments were common-

place. Like those other harbanc practices. it has no place in a
civilized society . Iklight in brutality, pain, violence, and
death is ihe dark side of human nature. our laws should not
encourage such impulses
II has been 22 years since California has executed a
human being. Next year there is the possibility of the resumption of state killing For this reason I am joining many
others in the March Against State Killing. The MASK will
occur Oct 13-22. %Luting at the west steps of the State Capitol and ending at the main gates of San Quentin.
Stephen A Souza

Bay Area fans fickle
lalit(ii.
1 found it refreshing to see an anicie in a Bay Area
paper that pmvided less than glowing comments about the
Giants. the A’s and their fans. (Steven Musil. Spanan Daily.
(kt. 10).
San Francicso and Oakland fans are about a.s fickk
they come. (San Jose contnbutes to the lack of a truly loyal
followtng by desparately hanging on to the coat tails of
whichever teams hold the hetter record.) If the Chicago Cubs
fall hack int() the cellar next season, their fans will not sta.sh
their Cubs gear and flock to Commisky Park in sean:h of a
winning team.
The White Sox fans certainly’ didn’t flood the friendly
confines of Wrigley Field just because the Sox spent their

season in the cellar. Mets fans certainly don’t mix for the
Yankees; UCLA fans don’t root for USC, Ohio State Luis
don’t nx)t for Michigan, Laker fans don’t mot for the Celtics,
Giants fans shouldn’t niot for the A’s. No true fan of any
spon jumps from bandwagon to bandwagon in order to remain a winner.
Will Clark, Bob Lurie and Roger Craig all dedicated
their pennant to "the giants fans." The Giants’ pennant is a
victory not for the60,000 or so "faithful" who paid top dollar to be a pan of the oh-so-chic playoff fever: that pennant is
a victory for legitimate fans, the 12.000 or fewer loyal fans
who braved the wind and the cold of weekday night games at
the ’Stick against teams like the Phillies and the Braves during the seasons when the Giants were mathematically eliminated last season. or any. other season when they sat in third.
fourth or fifth place. The same holds true for the flighty A’l
fans who only two seasons ago supported the Giants in their
losing effort against St. Louis kw the Natinal League pennant.
Any fan who can hold his head up while his team Jose%
ten straight. is plagued with controversy. or fritters away
with a six -game lead with eight to play is by far supenor to a
whole stadium full of fans who root loudly
and ohnoxoiusly
ftw whoever is in the catbird seat. Unfommately. the Bay
Area seems inundated with them.
Debbie (hikse
History
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SJSU’s global warming research

News

Professor says ocean key
Iron supplements
may be answer
to warming trend
Frani page I
rise. Residents of major coastal cities
could find themselves under water.
If the small plant and animal life is
unable to ihnve in the Antarctic, then
the carbon dioxide that is usually pulled
from the atmosphere into the ix.ran. remains in the air -- trapping heat
In other words, Martin says, if more
iron could he placed into the southern
ocean, more life would grow and more
carbon dioxide would he used up and
stored in the ocean.
". . . Oceanic iron availability may
he important in determining global atmosphenc carbon dioxide levels and,
hence, affecting global climate," Martin explained in a repon published in
I M.
Martin is not the first to theorize
about the relationship between the lack
of inin in the ocean and the greenhouse
effect. The English talked about iron in
the 1920s, but it was almost impossible
to measure the iron content of the tx:ean
correctly until just recently, Miutin said.
A resean:h partner of Martin, Michael Gordon, has improved on a technique called ultra -clean sampling. Gordon was able to collect the samples for
the research from the Antarctic and Pacific Oceans without contaminating

‘. . Oceanic iron
availability may be
important in
determining global
atmospheric carbon
dioxide levels and,
hence, affecting
global climate.’
John Martin,
researr her

Illai yr it\ almost imposIhelli.
sible a few years ago, ,..
"We couldn’t have done this research before this technique was developed.’ Gordon said.
Before Gordon had improved on the
clean techniques, samples were contaminated with imn from the air or anything
it came in contact with.
When out on a ship, a sample of
ocean water is easily. contaminated he
cause the ship is loaded with iron. Tor

his research, Gordon used Felton coated
bottles instead
metal and devised a
way that the bottles could he opened up
under water, reducing the contamination
’Ilte samples were then taken back
to the "clean nxim" at Moss Landing
where everything is coated in plastic to
avoid contamination.
Because of these clean techniques.
Gordon was able to get an accurate
reading ot how much iron really exists
in the Antarctic Ocean.
What they found was that the ocean
is lacking the iron it needs to supply the
small plant and animal life.
This explains. according to Martin.
why life in the ocean in that hemisphere

Biologists
find home
in Monterey
Hy Jill Mel aitighlin
Daily staff wr
MOSS

LANDING

- Tucked

away off the edge of the Pacific
Ocean and hidden under a blanket of thick gray log sits Moss Landing
Marine Laboratones.
The smell of fish and sea contrasts
with the clean. advanced technological
equipment operating at the laboratories.
Within the newly motivated facilities, located between Santa Cruz and
Monterey, 120 graduate marine biology
students and I I faculty members are researching their environment.
In 1967, SJSU. along with live
other Califitrnia State University campuses, added Moss Landing to its
School of Science. The lah is a completely selicontained research facility.
Pie marine laboratory is run as a
consortium by the six CSU campuses San Francisco. Hayward, Stanislaus, Fresno. Sacramento and SJSU.
SJSU is the operating institution and is
responsible for all serv ices.
All research done at the site is
funded by the National Science Foundation Marine Chemistry Program and the
1, S. Otlice ol Naval Research Oceanic
Chemistry Program.
Laboratory officials have acquired a
13X -foot ship called the Point Sur. The
ship is used about four times a year Mr
research cruises when graduate students
net fish and other sea life from the
ocean. The ship is also chanered by indetxmdent scientists dunng the year

is not tilt aiming as expected
Manin also found in research that
there an: literally tons of unused nitrates
resting around the Antarctic ice cap NI
irate. when used efficiently, is essential
it) plant life growth in the sea. Iron is
also needed to help this process.
file problem. according to Martin.
is that the iron travels through the atmosphere with dust clouds The dust
clouds come from the dust blown off
desens and sand dunes. and the South -

A story in Tuesday ’s Spartan Daily
incorrectly retained the number ol yards
football player Sheldon Canley ran at
Saturday’s Berkeley’ game He actually
ran 1110 yards.
11
A headline in Wednesday’s SJSU
Today 1:111U11111 Wit.. inaccurate. No misguide jobs are available at the SJSU
Professional Development Center
The Spartan !hilly is committed to atcuracy.

TODAY
San Jose State Folk Dance Club: Class
and request dancing. 8 p m Spartan
Complex, room 89 Call 293.1302 or 2876369
Theatre Arts Department: Book sale. 9
a m -4 p m . Drama Department Call 924.
4530
Economics Students Association: Pacific
Stock Exchange Tour. 9 30 a m . Dudley
Moorehead Hall
SATURDAY
Calmeca Project: Calmeca BBO Potluck. 3
p m 187 N llth Street, San Jose. Call
298-0980 or 288-8817
Ohana of Howell: Scavenger Hunt. 6 p m
Spartan Village. Apt 142. Call 924-7942
SUNDAY
Campus Ministry: Sunday Worship. 10 45

a m (Lutheran Worship), 6 30 p m and 8
p m (Catholic Mass). Campus Christian
Center Chapel. 10th and San Carlos, Call
298-0204
MONDAY
Project PAACE: Free -Zone Cafe Opening.
Edwin Hams on piano, 8 p m to 11 p m
fonnerly The Roost, across from Student
Union. Call 924-5945
IRM Club: Woody Hobbs on Information
Systems. 7 30 p m Business Tower. room
50 Ca11265-5816
Project PAACE: Alcohol Awareness
Week ace cream social. 10 30 a m . place of
event to be announced Call 924-5945
Project PAACE: Alcohol Awarness Week
Information Fair. 10 a m -4 pm .SU Gail
924-5945 Ca11924-5945
SJSU CounsMing Services: Women s
Support Group. 1 p m to 3 p m ,SJSU
Counseling Services Call 924-5910
TUESDAY
CISA Club: Weekly Meeting Art Exhibits
5 30 p m . Art Building, room 237. Call 226
6552
"Come Loam About This Jesus," :
Informal Bible Study. 7 p m .10th and San
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’Only with sufficient
atmospheric input
can the iron
requirements of open ocean phytoplankton
be fulfilled.’
Martin and GordOn
in 1987 report

County educator
appointed to
trustee board
Gloria S. Hoin v.as appointed the
newest member uLthe Board of Trustees for the California State University
’Tuesday.
A prolessor til economics at
Mission College since I 97X. lloni was
appointed to the position by. (My .
Deukmejian alter the State Senate’s
confirmation. A Republican, Hom is
irplacing the late Dale Ride who died in
early September.
Hum. 49, has been a member of the
state Hoard of Education from 198419/49

1:171 Hemisphere doesn’t have as many
sand dunes or deserts and is mostly
t wean.
The result is that the Northern
Hemisphere oceans are receiving most
of the dust. leaving the Southern fiemisphere without it.
"Only with sufficient atmospheric
input can the iron requirements of openocean phymplankton be fulfilled." Martin and Gordon said in a report published in I9X7.
Another problem with iron is that it
is not easily mixed in with other elSorority is holding its
I klta (
ements and therefore is not %doable.
annual philanthrtipy, ’’ Anchor Splash.’ ’
"Iron is thought to he so insoluable this Sunday from noon to 5 p.m. at the
in seawater that some argue that little Aquatics Center.
CX ISIS III Mlilli1011: Manin and
Pnweeds inini the event. raised
Gonlon said in the I9X7 retain.
through T-shirt sales, will he split three
An example of this can he seen on ways. They will go to SJSU
the Titanic, which sank Apnl 15, 1912. scholiuships for the visually impaired.
’Ihe iron rust that is decaying off the the L’alifiirnia School for the Blind in
ship is forming "rusk:ides" Martin Fremont and to the Delta Gamma
said. and is hanging off the ship in Foundation. a national organization
clumps instead 01 disintegrating into the henelitting
inservation and Aid
ocean. ’The iron doesn’t 111IX. It tends to To ’The Blind, said Susan Hauff.
clump and remain unused by the life Inundation chairman Its Delta Gamma.
around it
"Our goal is to raise elll 4101 money
Mann) estimates that in order ill use to give live $1110 scholarships to
up all the excess nitrate around the Ant- visually impaired San Jose State
arctic. only 30000 tons of non, possi
hly in the form til liquid, would have to
he added to the ocean. A large ship can
hold 550.00() tons ot liquid and could
he used to do the Mb
Die memoirs
ATLANTA (AP)
"This would,
turn. putt out ikkl/ ot the man who mist:bed beside the
billion tons of carbon dioxide out of the Rev. Manin Luther King Jr. depict him
atmosphere."’ Martin said
as a leader of outstanding moral characMartin is still working im proving ter hut who had a weakness for women.
the deficiency of iron. and said he is even on the night befOre his assassina’pretty close it) proving that.
tion.

Delta Gamma
raises funds
for sightimpaired

Carlos Sts Call 297-7506
Project PAACE: Jennifer Lawson-poetry. 811 p m . Free Zone Cafe. formerly The
Roost Ca115945
Project PAACE: Alcohol Awarness Week
Information Fair, 10 a m -4 pm SU Call
924-5945 Ca11924-5945
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Employer Presentation -Careers with
General Electnc. 11 30 a m -1 30 pm.SU
Costanoan Room Call 924-6010
WEDNESDAY
Society of Professional Journalists:
Meeting,t 1 30 a m WLN, room 113 Call
Position Available
Director of Communications
Prefer, but not limited to, those
with background in
communication studies, radio/TV
film, journalism, mass
communications, or public
relations. Applications in A.S
Government Office, Student
Union, or call 924-6240.
Assockaled Students 01 San
Jose Stale Untvorsily is an
Equal Oppgaunity Errployor

924-3280
Project PAACE: Free -Zone Cafe. Poetry. 8
p m . Free-Zone cafe (formerly The Roost)
Call 924-5945
A.S. Leisure Services: Deadline for
racquetball league sign-ups 4 30 pm SU.
A S Business Office Call 924-5956

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES

10% student discount

Computefs To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy

Sunnyvale

WEEKEND STUDENT SPECIAL

14E11/swage. Ivan I er .kihri
%Ice (laws ,,ndra

"And The Walls Came I umbling
published this immth hy
lkiwn.
Harper & Row. chmnicks the Rev.
Ralph David Abernathy’s life as a preacher and civil nghts activist, including
his many years as King’s closest friend
and confidant.
Abernathy reveals that King had encounters with various women on the
night belore his Apnl 4. 196a. assassination at a Memphis, Tenn., hotel
corrivhi cites
rev chat(
The
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Cruise Ships Now Hiring
Many Positions Available For
Christmas -Spring -Summer
Travel the open sea.
Meet new and exciting people.
Shoot Skeet and play Shuffleboard.
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NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administratin

Ames

20% Off

longstanding repons that King had exirdmantal at fairs.
But in an advance copy of the book.
Abernathy’ staunchly defends his
friend’s morality. without condoning his
activities. He explains that he felt compelled to wnte of "my friend’s weakness for women." and devotes purl A
one chapter in the 610-page hook to
King’s pnvate affairs
King "believed in the biblical prohibition against sex outside of manage.

Research

Center

is Londucting a series of experiments involving
basic human perceptual and cognitive skills.
YOU CAN JOIN IN THE FUN
AND

all merchandise on
Saturdays & Sundays
w/ student I.D.

EARN EXTRA IVIONEY
If you satisfy the following.
Able to participate in 1 2 hour sessions betwen 8 4, Mon Fri
fletwen the ages of 18 and 40
Have normal vision (with or without correction/
For information and appointments,
please call Gad Snyder at 415-969-7235
or Ildi Dihen al 415-694-4165

(Limited Time Offer)
f
a;
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National Account romances

San Jose
takes steps
to save energy

King depicted in mixed light in new book

lif. NIltP

Arl Depannwttl

Any significant error brought
to the editor’s attention will be
corrected.
you notice something that
you know is incorrect. please
write to the Spartan Daily. San
SACRAMFN"10 (AP) -- A newJose State University, San Jose. born boy taken from his teen-age
CA 95/92.
mother al Mercy General Hospital was
You can also call the editor at Mund safe Wednesday at a Sacramento
924-3280.
home. police said.
The Spartan Daily’s FAX
A woman was being held Mr quesnumber is(4081924-1018.
honing. said Police Chief John Kearns
A woman dressed in a yellow visotor’s smock tixik the 6-pound, I -ounce
baby Monday night by. telling the 15year-old Hinting mother. Ka Zoua
Thao, who speaks limited English. that
students.’ she said.
it was feeding time. police said.
They hope to raise $1500 and divide
Keams did not immediately identify
it up equally between the three
the woman.
finindations. Hauff said.
"She has claimed she had a baby in
"Anchor Splash’ ’ is a competition
Kaiser Hospital Monday night," Kearns
between campus fraternities consisting
said. but Kaiser did not substantiate her
of various water relays. synchronized
story.
swinuning and the crowning of a new
’Die chief said the woman had
"Anchor Man .
Dunng the events. the sorority plans worked as a nurse’s aide and thus Win.
familiar with hospital procedures.
to have a poolside barbecue ()pen to
students. parents and alumni. A
He said police were called Wednes
donation of $1 will he requested, Hauff
day morning by a citizen who saw a
said
composite drawing of the woman on
television.
l’he kidnapping wits the second in
live months at Sacramento hospitals.
Last May. a 2-day -old hoy wa.s taken
from Sutter Memorial Hospital by a
woman posing as a hospital volunteer,
’Ft) mark the tact that (ktober is
Police. also acting on a tip. recovered
National Energy Awareness Month, the
the baby and arrested Mabel Cooper.
city of San Jose is sponsonng residentia
26, four days later. Cooper has heen
energy conservation programs.
charged with kidnapping.
The city is making weatherization.
Sacramento hospitals, including
minor home repairs. or refrigerator and
Mercy. have since added security meagas furnace replacements available for
sures such as special easily identifiable
low -to-moderate-income homeowners
badges for nurses. without which the
or renters. according to Chnstine Velez.
mother is told not to give up her child.
public education coordinator.
Mercy spokeswoman Jerri Ewen
The city is also striving for energy
said she was certain the mother underefficiency by identifying, coordinating.
stood the new procedure when she was
and implementing such projects as the
admitted.
replacement ol inefficient streetlights
"It’s frightening. We do have secuwith low and high pressure sodium
rity in place. but it could occur anyfixtures. and passive solar design tiir
where . ’ said Ewen
Santa Teresa library and the San Jose
Sia Vue. a woman who identified
Convention Center. Velez said.
herself as a friend of the Thao family ,
Literature explaining these services
said Ka Zoua That) arrived in the United
and energy saving techniques will he on
States I 1/2 years ago and lives with her
display at the information table in the
mother. father and two bnithers in SacSeven Trees Library until (kt. 20, and
ramento. Vue said the baby ’s first nanie
then in the San Jose Main Library from
is Lee.
Oct 23 toOct. 31

SJSU Today

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to
SJSU students. faculty and staff organizations
at no charge Forms may be prcked up af the
Spartan Daily office. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. or at the Student Unoon Information
Center No phoned-rn items will be accepted
The deadline IS noon The Daily will attempt to
enter each item a day before the event as well
as the day of the event

New-bom
infant is
discovered

For the Record

M-F 10-7
The I3eauty Supply Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5
Store and Salon.

at the Pavilion
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Spartans on their way to face the Hurricanes
By Robert Louis Stallard
Dapiy man writer
poienfially explosise
tense uill ta..e its largest khallenge
u hen it fixes Miami’s physitally agressixe "had boy’. defense
And the result hangs precariously in
the balance until the Spartans play the
l’acilw
Hum,. arms Saturdas al 4 p
Day light Time

.101

intra-squad scrimmages during the 19/11
SeaS011.
In those days, F.rickson ran the explosive Spartan offense while Gilbert
defended ag.ainst it.
SJSU’s largest concern this season
will he the Miami defense. And the
Hurricane offense is no slouch, either.
’The Canes are averaging 441.4 points
imd 474 yards per game. Their passing
game accumulates 316.6 yards per
ganie.
The SJSU offense has a chance to
give itself some national recognition.
Not only are the Spartans very impressive at the skilled positions. but they
are deep as well. Miami head football
coach lknnis Erickson said. Fullback
Johnny Johnson is one ()I’ the hest running hacks in the country., and has been
referred to it% a potential first-niund
NEI-pick.
"Johnson is probably the most versank hack in the country. He can run,
block and catch the ball," Erickson
said.
"We will play a zone against SJSU.
Wherever Johnson goes, we will guard
against that area," Erickson said. "I
would rather not have a guy in a one-onone situation with him,"
Johnson is one of the country’s top
receivers with 30 catches for 397 yards
and two touchtkiwns. He has also
rushed fix 113 yards and three more
touchdowns.
California Bears head coach Bruce
Snyder. who has faced Kith teams. is
impressed with both sides of the matchop.
"’They (SJSU offense) are in my
opinion, equal to Miami in the quarterback. running backs and wide receivers positions, and possibly better in
some positions," Snyder said.
"Johnny Johnson could probably
play on any team in the country,"
Snyder said.
This includes Miami.
Although Miami’s one back offense
is quite different than SJSU’s scheme.
the Hurricanes would devise a way to
take advantage of his talents.
"I’m glad we don’t have to play
against him again." Snyder said.
SJSU quarterback Matt Veatch is a
good passer due to his mobility. Snyder
said. He had additional compliments fix
the Spanan receivers.
"They’re what you want in a reVetinaNtlffki Dad), eta photographer
ceiving cow." Snyder said. "They penhave to score often in order to beat
Miami
etrate the defense and run their routes

The game will he televised locally
tin Channel 36 at 8 p m
Ihniugh the years, the Hurricanes
have acquired such nicknames as "the
convicts" for their fierce rivalry with
Notre Dame Saturday. they promise to
live up to that reputation
"We don’t mind basing a had boys
reputation.’’ Miami linebacker Maurice
Crum said.

v Johnson and the rest of the Spartan offense %

Of the Hurricanes’ physical reputation, SJSU realizes their taknt factor a.s
well, Gilbert said.
We look at this game 3% it great
challenge." Gilhen said
Gilben’s concern with Miami head
i.mach Dennis Erickson’s defense is ths.
opposite scenario of what usually happened eight years ago when the two of
them were on opposite ends of SJSU

SJSU bids for national recognition
Miami’s not taking Spartans for granted;
Hurricanes are expecting a good game
Ity Robert Louis Stallard
Daily sten writer
The Spartan toornall te.1111 V. ill eam
a $2011.000 pay check and fuse a chance
at national recognition when it trawls to
ihe Orange Bout to play the secondranked and undeleated Vniversity of
Miami this weekend
SFS(’ is currently 2-2 and coming
oft a disappointing 26-21 loss to Cal
ML11111 defeated Cal 31-3 earlier dunng
Ilk’ ’4%0011 and ’mat (’incinnati last
weekciirl Crirl
Athletic Director Randy Hof
!man scheduled the Miami contest over
a year 31X1 hall ago. he said
There is no reason why anyone
should be suqvised that Miami would
play SJSU. Hoffman said Histoncally
SFS( has had an impressive athletic
program and S11.11111 realties this
"Ii Weill% 10 Ille Ilke most people
are th)%11 Ott San low.- said I an-v
Vvahl. AsSttl’Iille Athletic Director tor
Communication. at the University
Miami "Vv.e anticipate a pi x game
No one is taking %NV lightly SIM is
better than a lot ol the teams ue’ve
played this season
Miami is the highest ranked team
SJS1’ ha. ever faced. SJSU heal four
t) ( ’Liu& (Oven said
For SIM. % ill he its first tnp east
of the Mississippi The closest SJSt has
come to crossing the line dunng the cur

rent decade is ss hen they trascled to
Iowa State Unisersity and Baylor Cm
sersity (Texas) in NMI.
The Spartans upset the Baylor
Hear, who were ranked in the top 20 at
the time
The filothall team is not merely
playing Miami strictly for monetary irasons. Hoffman said. Some schools
may. hut
is play ing for prestige.
’The game means a great tle111 10 the
football program. Flesh Colar. Spanan
royerhack said.
"If we can win or play well it will
help in recruitment and in our conlidence." Colar said "It could he a hug
step Iowan] making us a nationally.
known program "
"Vve don’t have much to lose hut
our pride,’ Colar added.
The Hurricanes 15-11) have won their
last 12 games Their %inning streak ties
them with Fresno State Mr second place
behind Notre Daines 17 straight wins.
The Hurricanes have won 2)4 of
their last 29 games.
Thiel- luo national championships
and %inning streak has established the
Humcanes as the college football team
of the 1980s. Their 83 percent (93-191
winning ratio in the 1980s is second
only to Nebraska’s 84 I percent t9K- 18)
mark. Its 69-1(1 reconl over the last six
years is tops in the country.
However. Miami has finished no

I
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1408 377 8780
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less than second in the country over the ages us that we can heat them "
And when the teams 11Wel on Saturpast three season+ The Hurricanes were
national champion. in 1987 and were Jay, the Spartans will try. to ram that
lust a one -point conversion away from S200,000 paycheck.
another last year in their 31-30 loss to
Spartan Notes:After the Miami
Notre Dame.
game. the ;yawns will begin their trek
Miami has won two national chamthrough the meat of the Big West Conpionships during the decade. In 1983.
lefell schedule. Their fira game will
they. defeated Nebraska 31-.30 in the
he against the mediocre Long Beach
Orange 130%1 to claim their lirst chamState 49ers and then they will come
pionship of .
home to face New Mexico State at
It took the Hurricanes just lOur years
Spartan Stadium. The match against the
to repeat as champions alter their 19113
Aggies will be SJSU’s Homecoming
championship Dunng the /Os they have
game.
achieved a final season ranking of
The Spanans will then hit the mad
eighth, ninth and 18th twice
"To play in Miami is a chance of a for two game. against the powerful
lifetime." Rick Huck, SJSU defensive Fresno State Bulldogs. who promise to
tackle said. "Gilbert said Miami is the challenge the Spartans for the confer
greatest team he’s ever seen on both ence championship, and Utah State
sides of the ball. However. he encour- University
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CHINESE CUISINEFOOD TOd;0

At.

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine.
Box Lunches to go
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery

Open Daily
11:30am-9:00pm

294-3303

or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
blocks north of Santa Clarshetween 3rd and 4th streets.

W E hAVe YI1
r
Vehicles and properties seized by
DEA, FBI, IRS, and U.S. Customs.
’Cars
TVs
Trucks
Stereos
.4x4’s
Furniture
Boats
Computers
Now available in your area.

Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. C-1255

quickly and catch the hall very well.
"They were as good a group iLS
We’ve faced so far this season."
ha.s faced high-powered
offenses such as Miami and Oregon,
Snyder said.
Miami’s Crum, a junior linebacker.
feels that the passing game is the key to
the Spartan offense.
However the Hurricane defense ha.s
dtme a great job at getting to the quarterback, Crum said.
"For anyone going into Miami. the
No. 1 issue is protecting the quar
terback." Snyder +aid
Miami’s dekiisive linemen are very
fast in addition to ’her speed. Snyder
said. However, the defense as a whole
is very balanced and athletically inclined.
"Without question, their defensive
linemen are a.s taxxl as there is in the
country," Gilbert said.
The SJSU offensive linemen will
face the toughest task of their careers.
"The four defensive players up
front will be the key to the game,"
Crum said.
One of Crum’s concerns is that
Veatch might try to dump off to his running hacks. Another, is SJS1.1’s trap
play, where they fake a short pass and
go up the middle with the fullback.
Redshin freshman Gino Toretti will
he making his second start at quarterback against the Spartans.
He 100k Vet’ fix starter Craig Erickson two weeks ago when Erickson
broke the knuckle on his index finger on
his throwing hand.
Although he only played in one
half. Torretta was 13 for 16 for 239
yards and three touchdowns against
Cincinatti on Saturday.
Tomtit expects more of a challenge
with the Spartan defense.
"We don’t view this game as ea.sy.
We have the ability to heat them," Toretti said. "They’ll pose some problems
with their blitz. They’re going to blitz a
lot more than any team we’ve faced."
Toretti anticipates that if Miami can
take advantage of the Spartans’ single
coverage on the blitz with a big play,
SJSLI will switch to a zone.
Four different receivers have gone
over the 100-yard mark for a game in
receiving yardage.
Wide receiver Wesley Carroll ha.s
done it twice and is the team’s leading
receiver with 23 receptions fix 34i
yards and four touchdowns.

Randle Hill and tight end Hot
L’hudzinski have caught 17 passes tor
256 yards and three touchdowns and 12
catches for 126 yanls arid one touch
down.
Miami will run a one back offense,
Torretta said.
Fullback Leonard Conley is the
team’s !eating rusher with 333 yards
and four touchdowns. He hits also
caught nine passes Mr 100 yards.

Winners of
g toss are
Series bound
Two
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
East Bay men who won an egg toss will
collect on the prize of tickets to the
World Senes opener and an airplane
even though it will be a shun
(light
hop from San Francisco to Oakland.
"The prim called for flying the winners to wherever the series was held and
that’s what will happen." Joy WisebMott, assistant promotion director of
San Francisco radio station KRQR. said
on Thursday.
Steve Watkins of San Ramon and
Iknnis Acton of Concord won the toss
Sept. 5, long before it was determined
which teams would play in the series.
The egg toss, an elimination event
held prior to Oakland Athletics’ games.
was sponsored by the California Egg
C’ommission in conjunction with the
radio station and the team.
"We are going to have a limo pick
them up at their homes and take them to
San Francisco International Airport for
the first ganie between the A’s and the
Giants on Saturday,’ the station executive said.
The two will he flown to the airpon
in Oakland where another limo will pick
theni up.
"They will then go it) lunch and the
game and he taken home.’ said Wischlood
She said the prim includes a stay at
a hotel "hut they will get that later
She added that the radio station also
tossed in tickets to game two

State dominating pro sports
Calif. (AP) The past two decades have been pretty incredible for
pn)fessitmal sports teams in California.
It has been a golden era for sports
fans in the Golden State whose
teams have won IS world championships in 18 years and are guaranteed
a 19th when the San Francisco Giants and Oakland A’s complete the
1989 World Series.
The titles have been divided fairly
evenly. seven National Basketball
Association cmwns. six Super Howl
football victones and six World Se -

LSAT

ries baseball championship.
"I don’t knou if it’s a coincidence
or not --- whether it’s more than just
an oddity
a lot of them coming
from California," says Flob Waterman of Elias Sports Boileau. the
New York -based oftical statisticians
for Major League Baseball. the National hmthall league and the NBA.
"I don’t know how significant it is."
But Watennan thinks the sheer
number of California teams may
partly explain their recent dominance.

GMAT

GRE

Take the #1 recommended
Preparation Program in Northern California
GUARANTEED SUCCESS!
BOth percentile
(minimum Course Guarantee)
Experienced Faculty
Low Tuition

1

THE

FAIRFAX
gm LECTERN

LSAT course starts Oct. 28 at University of Santa Clara

Save

$100

off our FULL course tuition

When you mention the Spartan Daily
not valid with any other offer

1-800-544-5332
The Best Prices on Delicious Pizzas.

Urande Pizzarta 8e Cale
GOOD-FOOD

For take-out orders only.
$1.00 off small pizza
$1.50 off medium pizza
$2.00 off large or extra
large pizza

New Full Bar.
Offer expires:

Nov. 30, 1989 (sales tax not included).

150 E. San Carlos (on corner of 4th st

292-2840
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Shops promotion
coupons get
mixed reviews
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ity Patrick Nolan
Daily staff writer
Merchants at Pa,. Own Shops round
out the hard say that there really is such
hing as a tree lunch
.1-housandis ol
S students. business people, and homeless people
swarmed the center last month equipped
with coupons and got a free lunch. a
free pizza, or free Mexican food.
Flut some of the shop owners involved felt that the promotion, which
included some 100,000 give-away coupons designed to lure students into the
shops, had both pod and had effects.
"It wa.s, at times. a real problem,"
said P.A. Chapman, co-owner of Lears
restaurant. which offered a $15 discount
off of lunch or dinner.
"We saw some of the same faces all
week long," said Chapman. "But overall I think it was a great idea because it’s
tough to get students to come over here
Ito the shops) to use our services. At
least now they know we’re here."
Scott Givens, marketing director of
the Pavilion Shops, called the promotion "a tremendous sucess." He said:
"It did bring new business to the shops.
but its with any promotion. there was a
risk involved. There were some people
who abused the system."
Givens said that both the promoters
and the shop owners took a risk in the
campaign, and costs were split on a
fifty-fifty basis. Of the vendors interviewed, none said they lost any money,
and most said it wa.s ttx) early to tell if
the promotion would help their husinesses.
Ignacio Flores, owner of Andale Taqueria, said that he wa.s paid for the cost
it took to put out the large volume of
fixxi.
"Melvin and Simon (co-owners of
the Pavilion Shops) paid us for the
footl," said Flores. "But after the coupons expired. not a lot of business came
back. I don’t think we got what we were
after.’
Jennfifer Brasher. an Aviation
major who works at Waldenbooks in the
Pavilion Shops, said the coupons were a
great idea.
"I think it brought a lot of new business to the shops," said Brasher
It’s
a much more crowded place than it vtar.
before. A lot of my friends went there
who didn’t even know the shop existed.
I think it Waft a great promotion...
Apparently the promotion vtas j
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Students gobble free meals
good idea but just executed in the wrong
way, said Maribeth Hayes. promotions
coordinator for the [Downtown Association, a non-profit business association.
In her opinion, the coupons should have
been directed more specifically.
"Putting free coupons in a free
newspaper was the wrong idea," said
Hayes. "They should have been more
selective in who got the coupons. Instead of giving the coupons to the general student population, they should
have mailed them directly; for example
give them to fraternities, or sports organizations, or the student government officials."

zWiznoirE

Some of the approximate 100.000
coupons were distributed in the Spartan
Daily anti the Metro weekly newspaper.
Making students aware of the Pavilion ha.s been a major obstacle promoters
have faced in trying to get more business for the shops.
"I didn’t even know they existed,"
said Matt Lavender, a music major. "I
was completely clueless."
English major Mark Vogel added:
"I’ve been there, but I’ve never purchased anything. There’s not a lot of variety arid some of those shops are very
expensive. I’d rather go to Valley Fair
mall).
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crack in the sidewalk. Scully said.
Leung, a freshman majoring in electrical engineering. said he was traveling
at a nonnal speed, which he referred to
as between 7 and X mph.
"We both were scared but seemed
all right," Leung said.
Onlookers helped Scully up and a
University Police Ikpartment office’
drove her to the Student Health Center.
Both students involved in the accident opposed SJSU’s hike ban.
"I don’t think not allowing any bicycles on campus is the way to handle
the situation.’’ she said.
Scully believes that SJSU should
adopt certain areas where bike riders
can dfive similar to the policy the University of California at Davis has.
There should he a speed limit for
campus riding, Leung said. In addition,
there should he lanes designated for bicycle travel and some for pedestrians,
he added.

7745196 eves

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth. eyes
end money too Cleanings end of.
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i
Ry Robert Louis Mallard
Daily staff writer
Another chapter in the bicyck ban
controversy was written when SJSU student Claudia D. Scully was hit by a bicyclist on her way to class Thursday.
Scully, a senior majoring in natural
science. suffered a cut on her left leg
and a bruised left knee when she was hit
by cyclist Danny Leung.
"Neither of us expected to fall
down." Scully said."I didn’t even see
him coming."
Scully and Leung were both traveling northward in front of the Old Science Building trn the sidewalk connecting Spartan Complex and Wahlquist
Library, they said.
Scully was passed on the right by
another cyclist. The other cyclist was
not more than 10 feet past her before
she was struck in the leg by Leung,
Scully said.
Leung v.-as trying to avoid a large
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News

Salinas

school classnioms. as well as a commu
nity college
The classnmins in the new building
w ill lie lumished with money that falls
under the governor’s allocation.
Morgan -Lewis’ request for a return
oi
percentage ol Student Union fres
sc as greeted with reserved support from
Batt and other hoard members
She based her argument on the fact
that Salinas students pay the same
amount of Student Union fees ($71 per
semester) as SJSU students and are
granted the same access to union facili
ties, including the Student Union Recreation and Events Center. But Salinas
students would have it) travel 50 miles
to use them. she said.
"They have a case." said Batt, "If
they me paying fees, they should be getting something in return. And 1 will
help theni out in the shon tem."
David Keip. Salinas student body
treasurer, said he believes SUBOD is
behind them
"My sense is that there is a lot of
support for our right to have the
’minty," Keip said.
Keip said he understands that MCI’
students’ request could create problems
because the SUB01) budget wa.s prepared last May anti is alreiuly in effect.
But he said that his cause is deserving.
Batt said that there are a lot of details that the board needs to investigate
heliwe handing over the funds.
"They need more than furniture.
and we need to take a broad look." Batt
said.
Morgan-Lewis said she will reserve
judgment on the situation until the hoard
gives her a final decision.
"I just don’t know. I don’t want to
be naively optimistic.’ she said.

From page 1

at the A S board’s Oct II( nicotine
In the meantime. Dean of Student
sowed to assist
tiers ices Dean
MIN gall 1 1:%4 IS and the 302 Salinas stu
dents v. ith their most immediate prob
lein
The lounge will he the site ol a Nov
1 I open -house celebration. which is to
he attended by SJS11 President (lad Fullerton and the California State Univerbe
sity chaixellor The lounge need,
lurnished lor that esent. Morgan I .1:Wl%
Said
"11 could he sery embarrassing to
the university, irt baw
it is now,"
Morgaii-Lewis said "It’s hound to
raise questions ’’
Batt said that he will explore every
SOW furnishings lor
110%%lhillIY
the esent
"If I can lind some from a sanely
of sources, 1 will make it toad:dile to
them’. Batt said.
Morgan-lewis isn’t getting her
hopes up. however
"Dean Batt said that he would take
a look into it, but Ron Barrett (Student
Union director) says Illia they dla1.1
wally hase anything." Morgan -Lewis
said
The new MC(’ building is currently
unoccupied, but according to Morgan Lew is. students will he moving in for
classes "any day now."
The anis:anon for acquisition ol the
center’s new facility was made in July.
when Gin Deukmejian approved funds
tor the the building lease. For the last 15
year, the satellite campus has conducted classes in junior high and high

Library

The library has magnetic detectors
that sensor the electronic charge in
hooks as students exit the building. Hui
the dectectors could not have sensed the
suspects’ gun and knife if they had
passed through it, Hefter said.
"There could have been an awfully
lot more people in that stairwell,"
Halter said. "l’he whole scene is a pretty Wary situation...
Maloney suggested that students
walk in gnitips and stay in well -populated awas.
When asked about the secunty of
campus buildings, Maloney said that
UPD officer. frequently report unlocked
or open disirs on campus buildings.
"It happens on a fairly regular
basis... he said
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build He had short. curly black hair
and was weanng a black leather jacket.
Maloney said that both suspects
were wearing red bandanas around their
necks.
The UPD is investtgating the incident. and "officers are on alen. Maloney said.
UPD was expected to have a
composite sketch of the suspects circulating around !Ls,. campus today.
While it is uncenain how the suspects entered the building. Ruth Halter.
library director, said that the stairwell
door) are locked at all tunes and that Sella-IR 11IN recently’ been increased

6 Joumalisis killed
in Colombia violence
MONTERREY. Nies’, (AP)
Six journalists have been killed and
kidnapped by drug traffickers or leltist
guemllas in Colombia during the past
six months. I Colombian puhlisher told
a meeting of tly Inter American Press
AVM IL 1.1111m
The Colombian press ’continues to
he trapped in cross tires" between the
goseniment and guemllas and dnig
lords. said Ennque Sankw of the Bogota
newspaper LI lamp)
1111. occur. in a country where
thew exists a policy of her press and a
goserment that is respectful of criticism
hut not of real guarantees fix their
full exercise."
said Monday in
an address to the assixtation’s annual
meeting
.About -00 editors and publishers
In int the United States. Canada. Latin
America and the (’aribbean are attend
mg the IAPA’s 45111 general assembly
in this northern industrial cos
Jorge Ilernatakz of the daily news
paper 1.1 Colomhiano of Medellin. Co
lotithia. honk. ol the Steck:11in cocaine
cartel, said JI a seminar that he and his
iilleapues are 11rditl ’We’re seared to

‘We’re scared to
death’
Jorge Hernandez,
reporter
death "
Reporters tor El (olombiano have
Nwn killed and bombs have been litund
in the 11CM %paper.% offices
After the Colombian governinent
declared war on the country., cikaine
barons in August. drug gangs declared
"total war" on the journalists who had
helrkd expose then)
Santos said that. as a result. the Co
tomtit:in press omits the names of
Ridges and magistrates that handle narcotics cases and the names (X gosern
merit officials "on the Innit lines of this
struggle "
To protect journalists, newspaper
stones aNtut drug traffickers do not
carry reponers by Imes and repon.
about teryonst activities Wise been
played down
avoid "playing the ter
ronsts’ game... Salukis said.

Funds

From

"We’re wnting checks against a
non-existent account.’ Executive Assistant Toni Boothe said.
Santandrea agreed and urged the
members to put money into the accounts
belore they appnived any more Wilding.
"You can’t put the hoard in the
red.’. Santaridrea said.
Die hoard has gig to set the special
allocations account befiwe funding
groups. he said
liut (iabnel Miramontes. director of
business affairs, assured the hoard that it
would not he hiking on any new debt.
"We’re nig in deficit spending,"
Miramontes said.
Jean Irmo. A.S. business administrator, clarified the matter and seemed
to clear up the directors.. confusion.
Die hoard is merely allocating
money to student groups when the
amount of money
the snecial allocations fund has been set. Lenart said.
"I would have let you know if you

Taboos

The 10 -hour course used to be a regular class at SJSU. offered by the
School (il’ Social Work, Sanchez said.
"When I taught the class. people attended on Friday afternoons," she said
jokingly. referring to students’ pn)pensity for missing Friday classes.
Sanchez has been teaching the class
through Continuing Education fix. eight
years. She is also a professional counselor that has written two books
"Lets Talk About Sex" and "Overeating: Let’s Talk About It."
The Human Sexuality for Professionals course will be offered again.
April 26-27, by Continuing F:ducation,
Sanchez said.
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One student. Warren Taylor, said
the course offered "a broader perspective of human sexuality.
"We explored our prejudices and
biases.’’ he said.
Doris, another student. who asked
that her last name not be used. said:
Fhe class opened the door t() human
sexuality and how normal and natural
and basic it is in lik."
Along with role playing, the class
views films of sexual behavior involving "older folks, people in wheelchairs,
and gay and lesbians." Sanchez saitl.

World Series commute
has high, low points
way: an American Can Company building: an abandoned natural gas tank
painted A’s green; a pumpkin patch;
one of the area’s kw remaining drive-in
theaters: and some drydocks fix marine
repairs.
As the drive inches along, the freeway crosses a small waterway that later
enters Lake Merritt one of the few
salt -water municipal park lakes, outlined at night by a string of 5,01K) lights.
Day or night. drivers can easily six)!
the tower that’s home to The (Oakland)
Tribune. the city’s daily newspaper.
Nearby. is the sedate, green-nxifed.
white county counhouse. On the Bay
side is a string of boat sales offices, witlshiny new boats gleaming in the sun.
The port of Oakland. its ships. loading containers and other gear are visible
on the approach to the hndge. which
can he cloaked in fog even near noon on
a typical autumn day.
Then. it’s time to fork over a dollar
to dnve across the Bay Flridge, an eightmile -long span connecting the two cities. Cruising past the metenng lights on
the bridge. dnvers or more likely.
their passengers
can admire the titles
and mud flats that edge the roadway.
For anyone not having fun yet.
there’s the gray. San Francisco City Jail
to the lett. and tor any. Toronto fans
who haven’t gone home yet, here’s a
Canadian whiskey billboard to the right.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- This
year’s World Senes cities boast some of
the most spectacular views in Northern
Caliliwnia. hut there won’t he many
lovely vi ;as for fans commuting between the ballparks.
The hest pan of the dnve, on the
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Hndge. is a
knockout - - the sight of the Golden
Gate. Alcatraz and San Francisco’s
Telegraph Hill !tasking west and the
Oakland hills looking ea.st.
But the rest of the mute between
Candlestick Park and the Oakland Coliseum is generally so dull that motorists
might he tempted to pull over for a nap.
Consider the high points
Heading west from the Coliseum
along the notoriously crowded and
truck -packed Nimitz Freeway. one ot
the first sights is a castle-like "fun center" featunng a batting cage and the
miniature race track where A’s slugger
Jose Canseco filmed the television commercial for his much-discussed (XX) telephone recording.
Continuing the trek past the Coliseum towards the Bay Bridge. drivers
see dozens of billboards. storage companies. high-nse office buildings. Bucolic green hills, disappearing under
housing developments, are on the ugh!
and tranquil San Francisco Bay. is on the
left.
Among the landmarks along the
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mit a budget listing its expected income
and expenses lor the year
Then the A S controller meets with
the club to discuss its frqUe..1 and to advise liow it can get additional money
through fund raising and donations, Fusenig said
The following week, the group appears befitre the special allikations committee and makes a short presentation.
This meeting provides committee members the ormortunity to ask the club
questions and to make a recommendation.
The committee may approve funding requests Mr $500 or less by a twothirds vote. If the amount recommended
is more than S.500. then the organization
must attend the next A.S. board meeting to receive appnwal.
Many times the amount of money
requested is decreased by the committee
because the budget is limited, Fusenig
said. If the committee believes there are
additional ways the club may get
money. such a..4 through donations and
fund-raisers, the amount may also be
lowered. he said.
The committee faces the problem of
running out of funds before all requests
are made because it doesn’t know how
many groups will ask for money, Fusenig said.
C’ommittee members need to know
how many svill come to decide how

much limey to allocate. he said.
If a club is dissatisfied with the
amount approved or recommended by.
the committee, it can appeal to the A.S
Board of 1)irectors, who have the power
to appnwe funding by a two-thinls vok.
Organizations may also request an
underwnte. through which they can Kirrow money to he paid back by the end
of the semester. The A.S. underwrites
items such as sports equipment and uniCertain conditions apply to groups
who request money: They may only request funds once a year. and groups already. allocated money in the A.S. budget may not receive additional funds
through special allocations.
Groups that have gone through the
experience believe it is worthwhile.
"Getting money from special allocations is almost like an acceptance,"
said Iknise Barton, treasurer of the Associati(m of Rock ’n’ roll at SJSU. The
club was established on campus three
sentesters ago and has requested special
allocations funding for the past two,
most recently, last Monday.
Kaydon Coburn, president of the a.ssociation, called the process "bureaucratic" but said, "Funding is vital
to the existence of our club.’
The Student Health Advisory C’ommittee ISHACI has alm) asked for funds
in the past and came before the committee once again last week.
"It’s not a bad experience . . . if
you feel strongly about it and believe in
your program," said Raja Fattaleh, treasurer of SHAC.

Bush clean air bill
gains support
WASHING’TON (AP) President
Bush’s clean air bill is advancing
through a House committee that once
was a graveyard for air pollution legislation. but the mea.sure is saddled with a
conflict between top administration officials.
Wednesday was a day of political
triumph and confusion fiir the Bush legislation, which was approved in m(xlified form by the House Energy and
Commerce envinmment subcommittee.
21-0.
Except fiw an acid rain hill passed
by the panel in 1986, the subcommittee
ha.s been deadlocked over clean air measures for a decade while its two most
powerful members fought over automobile and utility emissions.
This year. subcommittee Chairman
Henry A. Waxman. D -Calif., champion
(it strict controls on autos and industry,
and Rep. John I). Dingell. D-Mich., a
friend of the auto industry. reached a
historic agreement on auto emissions
that ensured action on the legislation.
The hill intended to ckar the skies
of urban smog, acid rain and toxic
chemicals by the end of the century
moves on to the full Energy and Commerce Committee - - possibly stopping
first at another subcommittee fix a debate on acid rain.
But just before the subcommittee
vote Wednesday, the panel was thrown
into confusion by conflicting. nearly simultaneous statements Iron) administration officials on Bush’s plan for some
car. to run (m ckaner burning fuels than

gasoline.
The Bush clean fuels language wa.s
weakened by a 12-10 vote, with the
hill’s chief sponsors arid most panel Republicans suprErting the change hacked
by the oil and auto industries.
Rep. Norman Lent, R-N.Y., said
White House Chief of Staff John Sununu expressed the administration’s neutrality on the clean fuels amendment.
which eliminated Bush’s requirement
that automakers build a million cars a
year to run on alternative fuels.
Lent and Dingell, the chief co-sponsors, hacked the change which envinmmentalists said would weaken the legislation.
But Waxman said he, ttx), vas
called about the same time by Envinmmental Protection Agency Administrator Willian) Reilly. According to Waxman. Reilly urged rejection of the
amendment.
"I don’t know where the administration is and it may he all over the lot
on both sides," Waxman said. "Ii
tells a lot about how they’re handling
the hill."
A White House spokesman, Stephen Han, said after the vote. "We
support the president’s proposals on alternative fuels...
He said Sununu told Lent the administration wanted something close to
language, and
suggested
Flush’s
changes m the amendinent to that end.
Lent never mentioned such changes during debate.
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were going into deficit spending," she
said.
[Vectors in charge (il A S money
nutter, objected to Santandrea’s proposal because it was not clear how he arnvetl at the figures. they said.
"How can you justify $30,000 for
the general fund?" asked Patrice Fusenig, A.S. controlkr and chaimian of the
special allocations committee. which
provides binding for student gnmps.
Fusenig wanted more money Mr
special allocations and didn’t see the
need for a general fund, he said in an interview hefore the meeting Wednesday
Fusenig arid Lenart had prepaird
proposal for A.S. funds and expected tir
present it at the meeting Wednesday,
Fusenig said.
But their proposal never came up at
the meeting hecause Fusenig wasn’t
given the chance to present it, he said
following the meeting.
Lenan had questitms about Santandrea’s proposal also.
"This is the first I’ve seen.’ of it,
I.enan said.
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Model Number: JAS28612a

Intel 80286-12 microprocessor running at 6/12 MHZ
Zero wait state with Phoenix BIOS
640 KB RAM module on board expandable to 8 MB
One 5.25" - 1.2 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
One 3.5- - 1.44 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
1:1 interleave hard disk contrcrer with dual diskette controller
I/0 plus card (one parallel, two serial, and one game ports)
Enhanced 101 -keys click Keyboard
200 W power supply
6 industry standard expansion slots
UNIX, XENIX, OS/2, and DOS compatible
One year warranty
7 days full cash refund
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